Joint distribution of observables in measures attaining infinite values is ivestigated in the framework of quantum logics. For a logio of a separable Hilbert space, dim H>3, it is proved that any -finite measure has a carrier, and this result is applied to the problem of the existence of a joint distribution.
Introduction
Let us suppose that the set, L, of all experiment-all;? verifiable propositions of physical system forms a quant am logic. According to Varadarajsn [l] , assume that the quantum logio L is an orthomodular orthooomplemented <5 -lattice with the minimal and maximal elements 0 and 1, respectively, and with an orthocomplementation x >ai-«-a" 1 , a,a x e L, which satisfies (i) This type has been studied in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . UrDanik [4] defined another type of a-joint distribution in a state (type II Joint distribution)'for the summable self-adjoint operators in a Hllbert spaoe, and Uudder [3] generalized this notion for bounded observables on a sua logio.
If m is a state (or a finite measure), then the joint distribution, if it exists, is determined unambiguously on B(RQ)».For a measure m with m(1) =>00 , the uniqueness must be studied in more detail.
The notion of joint distribution in a measure may be generalized to any set jx^i t€T } of observables in a natural way: wé say that observables jx^i t eT] have a joint distribution-in a measure m if any finite subset of {x^: t€l} has one. The generalization of this notion to d'-homomorphisms defined on a measurable space (7L t <p) is straightforward (here (p is a (?-algebra of subsets of X and a map x: <p --L is a 6"-homomorphism if (i) x(X) = 1» (ii) x(B) j. x(F) if Bnp=0, (iii)^x p B^ = ^ x(B±), {sjcp).
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S.P. Gudder in [7]
posed the following problem: Can a joint distribution be defined for noncompatible observables? The answer to that question has been obtained in the papers [5, 6, 13, 14] .
In tha present note we solve this problem for measures with m(D =00. The solution will contain the answer for measures on a Hilbert space logic, too.
In tha sequel we suppose that the observables are given and for the joint distributional® In the paper [13] it is shown that the element aQ exists, and, moreover, there is a sequenoe jaiB?,... ,E^)}k=1 3uch that 
for any B.,,...,Bn, B*,...tB*e B(H1), k = 1,...,K, where K may be an integer or eo{ n n If x1t...,xn have a joint distribution in m and at least one observable is 0"-finite with respect to m, then (2.9) holds.
Proof. The first part of Theorem follows from the following. Let a be the commutator of x1,...rx|I.i Then, according to [l3j, *i0(B) s-*i(B)Aa0, B 6 B(R^), defines an observable xio of a quantum logic L(Q>a j s» i« |b: beL, ^^Sq) (kere ttie greatest element is aQ, an orthocomplementation is defined via b' i-b~Aa0 (b<a )). Moreover, x1o,...,xno are mutually compatible observables. Hence, due to Lemma 2.1, x1o,...,xno have a joint distribution in a measure m0 := m^o a )* 5,3170111 ( 2, 9) W0 have which entails that x1t...,xn have a joint distribution in m.
Repeating the same arguments as those in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we establish the uniqueness of a joint distribution* The second part of the assertion of Theorem follows from Lemma 2. The results of all the above assertions may be extended to the set of observable» fx*» *te t} such that there is at most countable subset : t6l}~, where Jt generates the minimal sublogic of L containing the set U{R(xth tel} (here R(x) {x(E) » Beíf^l}). In particular, thid is true for a sequence of observables. Por given observables {x^s t€T} we define the commutator, a0(T), of {x^t tel} (if it exists) via (2.14) a0(T) «A{a0 {P) 1 P 18 a finite 8^s et of t}, where a (F) is the commutator of observables x r ,...,x r 1 1 n and ? = {t 1( .. M t n }.
Prom it follows that a 0 (T) exists, and moreover,-there is a sequence of finite subsets P n T such that oo (2.15) a 0 (T) -/\ a 0 (P Q ). n-1 ..,tJl}* The system P is a finite subset of T } fulfils the conditions of Kolmogorov*s consistenoe theorem [23] , heinoe, there is a unique measure^ ® on Fl B(RJ with (2.16). Define teT
where Be n ) and {Bjj^i is a measurable partition teT of R1 with 0<m(xt (E^J-^oo, The function is well defined and it is 6*-additive and ^-finite. It is easy to check that (2.17) is fulfilled* The uniqueness of ¿J. follows from the extension theorem for ^-finite measure on the set of all cylindrical sets.
Hilbert space logic
One of the most important examples of quantum logics is a set, L(H), of all closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H over the real or complex fields C. This is a.case of the great importance in quantum mechanics. In this seotion we apt>ly the general results on existence of -a joint distribution in a measure with infinite values showing that any &-finite measure on LfH) has a carrier for a separable Hilbert spacft, dim H^3.
The famous Gleason theorem [15] asserts that any state m on a separable Hilbert spaoe H, dim ie induced by a positive von Neumann operator T via the formula
Here we identify the subspace P with its orthoprojector onto F. We recall that a bounded operator T on H is said to be an operator with a finite trace if tr(T) ;= (Tx ,x ) ael 8 8 is absolutely convergent series, independent of the used ortho-
The Gleason theorem has been generalized in [l6,17] for all bounded signed measures on 1(H) for a separable Hilbert spaoe whose dimension is at least 3. Eilers and Horst [18] proved Gleason's theorem for finite measures on L(H) for a non-separable Hilbert space, and Drisoh [19] extended (3.1) f-or bounded signed measures on a logic L(H) of a non-separable Hilbert spaoe whose dimension is a non-real measurable cardinal.
For measures on L(H) with m(H) * 00 we need the following notions. A bilinear form is a function t: D{t) * D(t) -» C, where D(t) is a linear submanifold of H named the domain of t such that t is linear in the first argument and antilinear in the second one. If t(x,y) « tfy,x) for all x,yeD(t), then t is said to be symmetric; if for a symmetric bilinear form t we have t(x,x)^0, thén t is said to be positive. Let t be a symmetric bilinear form and Bs&O be a self-ad joint operator. Then t o B denotes a symmetric bilinear form defined via t o B(x,y) j« t(B 1^2 x, B 1^y ), when the corresponding assumptions on the domains of t and are satisfied. Symmetric bilinear form is said to be a bilinear form with a finite traoe if (i) D(t) -H; (ii) t(x,y) = (Tx,y) for all x.yeH, where T is an operator with finite trace. We put tr t := tr(T), and we write te Tr(H), where Tr(H) is the set of all bounded operators with finite traoe.
Lugovaja and Sherstnev [20] proved that, for any e-finite measure • on L(H) of an infinite-dimensional separable Hil- In the paper [21] this result has been extended to <?-finite i'-bounded signed measures on L(H) of a Hilbert space wnose dimension ¡is a non-real measurable cardinal.
The joint distribution of observables on L(H) in a state has been studied in [3»5] . It was proved that a join distribution in a state m induced by TeTr(H) (3.1) iff ,...,xn have via
for any permutation (i1,...,in) of (1,...,n) and all B(R^). In the following we shall study the existence of a joint distribution for a measure m on L(HJ with m(H) = 00 f and the condition analogous to (3.3) will be proved. First of all we begin with a finite-dimensional Hilbert spaoe. Lemma 3.1.
(Lugovaja-Sherstnev [20] ). Let dimfi»3 and let m be a measure on L(H) with n(H)
, If there are a one-dimensional Q and a two-dimensional P with m(Q)<o°t m(P)<. e*> , then Q < P. Denote Proof. It is known [22] : that (3.5) implies (•i1(B1)A..,Axn(Bn))i|a!.x1(E1) ... xn(Bn)Am. Hence The author does not know whether Lemma 3.6 holds for a non-separable Hilbert space whose dimension is a non-real measurable cardinal. Por that it is necessary and sufficient to show that m(M)< °° . For more details, see the proof of Lemma 3.9.
The following elementary Lemma has been proved in If m is <i-finite and, for x.,,...,xn there holds (3.5), then x1t...,xn have a joint distribution in m. If at least one observable is <J-finite with respeot to m and (3.5) holds, then the joint distribution is unique* Proof. Sinoe at least one observable is <5-finite with respect to m, we see that m is <J-finite measure, consequently, the oarrier of m exists. Due to Lemma 2.6.
where AQ is the commutator of x.j,...,xn defined by (2.4). Therefore if feAm, then f e a(E., ,...,E ) and f is a finite linear combination of vectors from x^^E^A . ..Ax^'hi^ for some j1,...,jn « 0, 1. Due to Lemma 3.7,
for any permutation of (i1,...,iQ) of (l,...,n), and, consequently, (3.5) holds. For bounded observables, (3.6) is a consequenoe of the spectral theorem for Hermitean operators.
The second part of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.5. Note 3. Theorems 3.5 and 3.8 have been proved in [3»5] for states using the consequenoe of the Gleason theorem that any state is a mixture of pure states. For measures with infinite values this is not true, in general. In our proof we use the new approach: the existence of carriers for G"-finite measures.
In the following the previous Theorem will be extended to a non-sepayable Hilbert spaoe. We recall that a cardinal I is said to be non-real measurable if there is no positive measure v>, v> 4 0 on the power set of I with v ({a}) = 0 for eaoh a € I. Proof. The first part of the proposition is similar to that in Theorem 3.8.
In the Beoond part we show that m(A )<<*> implies m (A")= 0, that is, A will be a carrier of m. The generalized Gleason theorem for a non-separable Hilbert space [2l] entails that there is a unique operator Te Tr(H) such that m(P) = tr(TP) whenever P<A X . The operator T has a form T = £ A.^ f^ <S> f^, where f ± j. f ¿ , if i / j, || f ± || = 1, f^H, * ± > 0, for any i, f ® f: xi--:(x t f)f, xsH. Henoe m(P) = 0 iff P _l f ± for any i (here Px denotes that xif^ for all xeP). Henoe, A^J. f^, for any i, so that, m(A x ) = 0. For the rest of the proof we apply Lemma 2.6.
